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Determination of surface stress anisotropy from domain wall fluctuations
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The thermally induced meandering of domain walls between (231) andc(432) regions on Ge~001! is
analyzed with a scanning tunneling microscope in order to extract the anisotropy of the surface stress tensor.
On small length scales the domain walls exhibit random walker behavior, whereas on larger length scales
~.100 Å! due to domain-wall repulsion originating from the anisotropy in the surface stress tensor a deviation
from this one-dimensional random-walk behavior is observed. We have determined a value of 0.13
60.04 eV/(131) cell for the stress anisotropy.@S0163-1829~99!02411-X#
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Surface stress plays a major role in many surface p
nomena. For instance, surface stress can stabilize the su
atomic structure or control the growth mode of heteroe
taxial thin films. Recent studies of the lattice mismatch
Ge/Si~001! system have shown a wealth of fascinating ph
nomena, such as the formation of (23n) reconstructions,1

reversal of step-edge roughness,2 and the formation of three
dimensional islands,3 in which surface stress plays the ke
role. More recently, we have addressed the influence
surface stress anisotropy can have on the structure of c
semiconductor group-IV~001! surfaces.4 It is well estab-
lished that at room temperature the technologically import
Si~001! and Ge~001! surfaces exhibit a (231) reconstruc-
tion: surface atoms dimerize, eliminating one dangling bo
per atom~at the expense of the development of an ani
tropic surface stress tensor! to lower the surface-free energy
This dimerization was first proposed by Schlier a
Farnsworth5 nearly 40 years ago and was imaged on
atomic scale in real space by scanning tunneling microsc
~STM! in 1985.6 Recently, we have shown that this genera
accepted view on the ground state~at room temperature! of
the semiconductor group-IV~001! surfaces needs to be ad
justed. The state with the lowest surface-free energy at ro
temperature of these surfaces is not a simple (231) recon-
struction as generally accepted by the physical communi5,6

~and taught to students in textbooks on surface scien!.
Instead, it consists of an ordered pattern of alternat
c(432) and (231) domains@also, in thec(432) recon-
struction the dimers are the elementary building blocks:
dimers are buckled in an antiferromagnetic ordering alon
dimer row, whereas adjacent dimer rows are out of ph
with respect to the buckling registry#. In retrospect, the oc
currence of this structure is not strange at all but can in
be explained in the framework of a well-established str
relaxation theory.7 The reason why this structure has n
been observed before so far is that it requires extremely c
and defect-free surfaces. For the Si~001! surface it is inher-
ently difficult to prepare clean surfaces with defect-free d
sities low enough for this pattern to develop. For the Ge~001!
surface, however, this requirement can be met by extrem
careful preparation procedures. Interestingly, in the partic
case where the domain-wall free energy vanishes, which
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~11!/7289~4!/$15.00
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plies reasonable well to the Ge~001! case, the size of the
domain pattern does not depend on the actual magnitud
the surface stress anisotropy. Due to the surface stress an
ropy, domain walls exhibit a force monopole. These for
monopoles repel each other resulting in a reduction of
thermally induced meandering of the domain walls on lar
length scales. Here we demonstrate that by analyzing
thermally induced meandering of the domain walls we
able to extract the surface stress anisotropy experiment
The method we apply here is generally applicable to ot
surface systems where the domain pattern is stabilized
long-range interactions, such as electrostatic or magnetic
teractions.

The experiments have been conducted in an ultrah
vacuum ~UHV! chamber ~base pressure 1310210mbar!
equipped with a scanning tunneling microscope. The no
nally flat n-type Ge~001! samples were cleaned by cycles
sputtering with Ar1 ions and annealing at 1100 K. Th
samples are either rapidly quenched by switching of
power supply or slowly cooled~1 K/s! to room temperature
Samples repeatedly cleaned in this way typically cont
0.02–0.5 % surface defects.

Figure 1 shows a dimer resolved STM image of a cle
and nearly defect-free nominally flat intrinsic Ge~001! sur-
face revealing the ordered (231)/c(432) domain pattern.
First-principles calculations of the surface stress for
(231) and c(432) dimer reconstructed~001! surfaces
show that the tensile stress component along the dimer b
is about one tenth of an eV/(131) cell larger for the
c(432) reconstruction than for the (231) reconstruction.8,9

The stress component perpendicular to the dimer bon
compressive for both the (231) and c(432) reconstruc-
tions. Consider for the sake of simplicity a quasi-on
dimensional ordered domain structure consisting of altern
ing (231) and c(432) domains. At each domain wa
between a (231) andc(432) domain a force density, equa
to the anisotropy in the stress component, is present. Su
configuration will result in strain relaxation, which deca
logarithmically with the domain width.7 Irrespective of the
exact value of domain-wall formation energy one can alwa
find a critical domain width where the surface-free ener
exhibits a minimum.7 If we consider a striped domain phas
7289 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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7290 PRB 59BRIEF REPORTS
consisting of (231) andc(432) domains of widthsl andL,
with free energies per unit area ofg231 andgc(432) , respec-
tively. The formation-free energy of the domain wall per u
length between the two domains is denoted byFwall , and the
anisotropy of the surface stress component along the d
bond issc(432)2s231 . The population of the two domain
arep and (12p), respectively. The free energy per unit are
F/( l 1L), is represented by4,10

F

l 1L
5pg2311~12p!gc~432!1

2Fwall

l 1L

2
2C

~ l 1L !
lnF l 1L

2pa0
sin~pp!G ~1!

with C5(12n)@sc(432)2s231#2/2pm.
Here, the first two terms refer to the free energy per u

area of the two different domains; the third term to the f
mation of the domain walls, and the fourth term to the str
relaxation energy, wherea0 is a microscopic cutoff length
~we assume here that the surface lattice constant,54 Å, is the
microscopic cutoff length!. m andn are the bulk modulus and
Poisson’s ratio of the medium, respectively@(12n)/2pm
'0.01a3/eV#. The width, (l 1L)c , for which the free en-
ergy per unit area is at its minimum is

~ l 1L !c5
2pa0

sin~pp!
e~Fwall /C11!. ~2!

At room temperature the (231) andc(432) domains are
about equally populated, i.e.,p5 1

2 , and if we assume tha
Fwall!C one finds a critical domain width of about 70 Å
The experimentally determined domain width is about 80–
Å, which indicates thatFwall is indeed significantly smalle
thanC.4 A similar domain pattern formation along the dim

FIG. 1. STM image of a clean Ge(001)-(231)/c(432) sur-
face. Scan area 4003400 Å2. Sample bias is21.6 V and tunneling
current is 1 nA. Asterisks mark surface defects, such as mis
dimer clusters and adsorbates. Inset: Buckling registry near a m
atomicSA step edge.
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row direction is to be expected as well; however, the dom
wall energy in this case is quite substantial4 resulting in ex-
tremely large domains@( l 1L)c depends exponentially on
Fwall#.

The inset of Fig. 1 shows the ordering of the dimers n
a monatomicSA step edge. TheA-type upper terrace nearl
always terminates with ac(432) domain. This can easily be
understood in terms of strain relaxation, i.e., minimalizati
of the free energy per unit area. The largest force monop
will be found at the monatomicA-type step edge if the uppe
terrace terminates with ac(432) domain, because th
tensile stress component along the dimer is larger for
c(432) reconstruction than for the (231) reconstruction.

In order to analyze the spatial fluctuations of the dom
walls, we introduce ax-y coordinate system with thex di-
rection taken to be the mean running direction of the dom
wall. The spatial fluctuations of the domain walls can
characterized by the mean-square displacement as a fun
of distancex:^@y(x)2y(0)#2&. An isolated domain wall be-
haves as a random walker, and therefore, the mean-sq
displacement increases linearly withx11

^@y~x!2y~0!#2&5^k2&
x

ai
, ~3!

where^k2& is the domain wall diffusivity

^k2&5

a'
2 (

2`

`

k2e2e~k!/kbT

(
2`

`

e2e~k!/kbT

. ~4!

To extract^k2& from microscopic interactions, we need
know e(k), the energy of a kink of length 2k a' (k5...,
22,21,0,1,2, . . . ). Inprinciple there are two different type
of kinks, which are called positive or negative, correspon
ing to a ‘‘protrusion’’ and an ‘‘indentation,’’ respectively
that can be distinguished. The symboln1(2) is used to de-
note the probability that at a given position in the doma
wall there is a protrusion~indentation! of length 2a' in a
direction perpendicular to the domain wall;n0 is the prob-
ability that at a given position in the domain wall there is
kink of any kind. According to the Burton, Cabrera, an
Frank~BCF! theory,12 the following thermodynamic relation
can be derived for a domain wall:n1n2n0

225exp
(22«/kbT), where« is kink creation energy for a single kink
From a statistical analysis of several STM images we h
found a single kink creation energy of«50.095 eV/2a'

(a'5ai5a54 Å).
Consider now the more realistic case of a meander

domain wall trapped between two neighboring walls. Rep
sive entropic and energetic interactions between the w
will tend to limit the amount of meandering by makin
closely spaced domain walls unfavorable. When the w
begin to collide with each other, i.e., when the mean-squ
displacement becomes a significant fraction of the avera
domain-wall spacing~L!, deviations from linear, ‘‘diffusive’’
behavior must occur. Before continuing, it would be ve
illustrative to give an estimate for the entropic repulsion. L
us, for the sake of simplicity, consider a meandering dom
wall trapped between two hard walls with the only restricti
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being that domain walls are not allowed to cross. Each c
lision reduces the entropy with aboutkb ln(2). The typical
spacing between successive domain-wall collisions
L2/^k2&. Hence, the free-energy increase per unit len
along the domain wall is aboutkbT^k2& ln(2)/L2. Using our
experimental data of̂ k2&50.219a'

2 , L510a'0
and T

5300 K gives a free-energy increase of 0.04 meV per u
domain-wall lengthai . However, we can get rid of this en
tropic domain-wall repulsion if we randomize the labeling
the domain walls upon a collision. However, because
only observed a limited number of collisions we have a
plied another scheme: after each collision we have con
ered both possibilities~i.e., crossing and reflection of th
walls! and have determined the averaged contribution to
mean-square displacement. The other repulsive interac
which arises here due to the existence of an anisotropic
face stress, results also in a flattening out of the mean-sq
displacement. The simplest scheme to account for this i
take the continuum limit in thex direction, which reduces the
problem to solving the one-dimensional Schro¨dinger equa-
tion for a harmonic oscillator@if the strain relaxation term
C ln(L) is expanded for smalldL around the minimum-
energy configuration, the leading harmonic te
;C(dL)2/L2#. Using path integral arguments one final
finds13

^@y~x!2y~0!#2&'AkbT^k2&L2

2C

3F12expS 2xA2C^k2&

kbTL2 D G . ~5!

In Fig. 2 a plot of the experimentally determined mea
square displacement versusx is displayed. Initially the mean
square displacement exhibits one-dimensional random-w
behavior, i.e., the mean-square displacement scales li
with x. At larger length scales the influence of the repuls
interaction between the domain walls shows up, resulting
a slight reduction of the mean-square displacement. Sur
defects such as adsorbates and missing dimer clusters
to induce, at least locally,c(432) or p(232) buckling.
Therefore, we have only determined the mean-square
placement of domain walls that are completely free of th
surface defects. Two additional complications are that
most cases it is hard to determine the exact position of a k
~usually the buckling decays over about ten dimer positio!
and that domain walls exhibit some thermal motion at ro
temperature. In Fig. 2 a slight deviation from the ideal one
dimensional random walker„with ^k2&[^@y(1)2y(0)#2& is
tt
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… can clearly be observed for larger length sca

~.100 Å!. We have also depicted the theoretical curve@Eq.
~5!# using a surface stress anisotropy ofsc(432)2s231

50.13 eV/a2 ~the error in the only free parameter,sc(432)

2s231 , is estimated to be about 0.04 eV/a2!. We suggest
that the slight oscillation with a period of about 25ai ~5100
Å! might be due to the fact that neighboring kinks tend
repel each other. Using first-principles calculations Gar´a
and Northrup8 found an anisotropy of 0.1 eV/a2 for the
closely related Si~001! surface. Although similar calculation
for the Ge~001! surface are not presently available, we a
sume that a similar anisotropy in the surface stress exist

In conclusion, the existence of anisotropy of the surfa
stress component along the dimer bond for (231) and
c(432) dimers, respectively, is responsible for the spon
neous formation of a striped (231)/c(432) domain pattern
on clean Ge~001!. The periodicity of this striped domain pa
tern is, for the case of a vanishing domain-wall free ener
independent of the exact strength of the surface stress an
ropy, sc(432)2s231 . However, the thermally induced me
andering of the domain walls is sensitive for the exa
strength of the surface stress anisotropy. By careful anal
of the mean-square displacement we have extracted a v
of 0.1360.04 eV/(131) cell for sc(432)2s231 , which
agrees well with the theoretically determined values for
closely related Si~001! surface.

FIG. 2. Mean-square displacement^@y(x)2y(0)#2& versus po-
sition x measured along the domain wall in units ofa2 and a,
respectively. Diamonds: experimental data points~the statistical er-
ror for ^@y(49)2y(0)#2& is estimated to be 0.2a2 using the proce-
dure outlined in Ref. 14!. Dotted line: one-dimensional random
walker. Solid line: Eq.~5! with sc(432)2s23150.13 eV/a2.
ett.
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